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A MULTI-HEALING BED

Field of the Invention:
This invention relates to the field of mechanical assemblies.

Particularly, this invention relates to the field of biomedical and mechanical assemblies.

More particularly, this invention relates to a multi-healing bed.

Background of the Invention:
Health of a body is a general condition of a person's mind, body and spirit, usually meaning to be free from illness, injury or pain. The World Health Organization (WHO) defined health in its broader sense in 1946 as "a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity."

In urban environments where people typically have fast paced lives and live sedentary-lives in enclosed office spaces or homes, there is little a person does to keep himself or herself 'fit' or 'healthy'. The prerogative of health is not primary in many peoples' lives. This leads to many lifestyle diseases, health issues, immune disorders, bodily disorders, physical (strength, stamina, spiritual) deterioration, ill-health, and the like. Eventually, ill-health of the body reflects on to the mind, and ill-health of the mind may occur too.

Adding to these issues, is the inertia involved in convincing a person or making a person realise the virtue of exercising or adding physical activity to one's life. Hence, obesity takes over in many individuals as Basal Metabolic Rates (BMR) reduces, diabetic conditions creep in, arteries choke, lipid balances deviate, disorders take place, chemical imbalances occur, depression sets in, and the like health issues crop up. One of the reasons is the amount of processed foods, ready-to-eat food, ready-to-make food, or 'junk' food that one consumes.

On the mind and brain front, and on the spiritual front, stress is commonplace in today's substantially urban lifestyles. Time and again, it has been proved how
stress is a 'silent killer'. There are yogic practices which help one attain inner balance and external balance of the mind and the body. Again, there is inertial which precludes oneself from practicing the practices that are in place, already.

For the purposes of this specification, the term, 'health' refers to physical health, spiritual health, body health, mind health, organic health, holistic health,

Many schools of thoughts exist when it comes to bringing about wellness and wellbeing (in terms of health). According to one exemplary embodiment and school of thought, there is a balance of yin and yang energy. According to another exemplary embodiment and school of thought, there is a balance of the chakras. According to yet another exemplary embodiment and school of thought, there are aura-related explanations. According to still another exemplary embodiment and school of thought, there are ions-related explanations. According to an additional exemplary embodiment and school of thought, there are body heat related explanations. According to yet an additional exemplary embodiment and school of thought, there are colour related therapies. According to still an additional exemplary embodiment and school of thought, there are sound related therapies. According to another additional exemplary embodiment and school of thought, there are acupressure related and acupuncture related therapies.

Summarily, people have started to ail from chronic diseases in relatively larger numbers, and which ailments can be attributed to lack of physical exercise, spiritual balance, body balance, mind balance, and the like parameters.

Hence, there is a need for a holistic system which provides a comprehensive solution for treatment of patients using a single multi-purpose device.

For the purposes of this invention, the term, 'healing' relates to a plurality of procedures subjected upon a human body for achieving results defined by the procedures for improving health of the body.

**Objects of the Invention:**

An object of the invention is to provide a holistic system for healing.
Another object of the invention is to provide a single comprehensive multi-purpose device for healing.

Yet another Object of the invention is to provide a multi-purpose bed or a multi-purpose device for providing a comprehensive range of healing options.

Still another object of the invention is to provide a multi-purpose bed or a multi-purpose device for providing a comprehensive range of healing options based on a plurality of schools of thought and healing practices.

An additional object of the invention is to provide a multi-purpose bed or a multi-purpose device which is self-sufficient in provide an entire spectrum of healing options based on a plurality of schools of thought and healing practices.

Still an additional object of the invention is to provide a multi-purpose bed or a multi-purpose device

**Summary of the Invention:**
According to this invention, there is provided a multi-healing bed comprising:
- a hinged bed frame, said hinges being located at pre-defined locations in accordance with rendering sections of the bed frame angularly displaceable at said hinges in order to achieve flexion and extension, of various segments of the body resting on said bed frame through various permutations and combinations of angular displacement of said sections defined by the hinges provided therein;
- pre-located slots in correlation with pre-defined chakra points of a body resting on said bed, each of said slots comprising a pre-defined stone associated with a chakra point -and / or a pre-defined illuminating element such as a light source associated with aid chakra point; and
- acupressure points according to the pre-defined number of meridians of acupressure therapy.

Preferably, said sections are motorized sections in order to angularly displace said sections in a motorized manner.
Typically, said bed comprises seven slots for seven corresponding chakra points.

Typically, said illuminating means illuminating a pre-defined colour in accordance with said pre-defined chakra points associated with said colour.

Preferably, said bed comprises a display means adapted to function as an aid for visualization of a colour according to a desired or prescribed need of said body on said bed in accordance with a chakra point that is to be concentrated upon.

Typically, said bed comprises a crystal placement slot in each of said chakra slots in order to place crystals which relate to the specific chakras.

Preferably, said bed comprising at least two additional meridians which correlate to the midline of the body.

Preferably, said acupressure points are electrically stimulated acupressure points.

Preferably, the acupressure points may surface according to pre-determined patterns selected by a user such that only a selected pattern of acupressure points, may hence, be activated.

Preferably, said bed comprises arm support elements for arms of the body occupying the bed, said arm support elements adapted to be angularly displaced to provide rotary movements to the arms.

Preferably, said bed comprising magnets are placed in accordance with said meridian-specific acupressure points.

Preferably, said bed comprises electromagnets placed in accordance with said meridian-specific acupressure points, said electromagnets adapted to be selectively energised.

Typically, said bed is a heated bed, said heat being provided at said chakra slots.

Typically, said acupressure spots are heated spots.
Preferably, said bed comprises Z-stones and/or J-stones.

Preferably, said bed comprises speakers to aid sound-related therapies.

Preferably, said bed comprises negative ion technology incorporated in said bed, at pre-defined zones.

Preferably, said bed comprises belts with negative ion technology, said belts being charged belts to be used with pre-defined zones of the body on the bed.

Preferably, said bed comprises a vibratory mechanism at pre-defined zones.

Preferably, said bed is a chiropractic-friendly bed in order to induce chiropractic treatment on a body on said bed.

Preferably, said bed is a Bionanotechnology enabled bed adapted to provide bionanotechnology based therapeutic treatment.

Preferably, said bed is Ozone therapy enabled.

Preferably, said bed includes an enclosure with a zero gravity machine.

**Brief Description of the Accompanying Drawings:**
The invention will now be described in relation to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figures 1a, 1b, 1c, 2a, 2b, and 2c illustrate the bed in its various operative configurations;

Figures 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e, and 3f illustrate various configurations of the bed along with its operating mechanisms;

Figure 4 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a top of the bed with pre-located chakra point slots adapted to receive stones and illuminating means;
Figure 5 illustrates an exemplary top view of the bed with acupressure points;

Figure 6 illustrates an embodiment of the bed with arm support elements; and

Figure 7 illustrates the bed with a block diagram of all the additional and / or auxiliary treatment techniques incorporated with the bed of this invention.

**Detailed Description of the Accompanying Drawings:**
According to this invention, there is provided a **multi-healing bed**.

Figures la, lb, lc, 2a, 2b, and 2c illustrate the bed in its various operative configurations.

In accordance with an embodiment of this invention, there is provided a **bed frame** (12). Presumably, there is a **bed** on the bed frame. The bed frame is, typically, a hinged bed frame. The **hinges** (14) are located at pre-defined locations. There is envisaged a provisioning of at least one hinge which runs breadth-wise dividing the bed frame in to two sections; a **first section** (16) for the operative upper portion of a human body and a **second section** (18) for the operative lower portion of a human body. Each section of the bed frame is a motorized bed frame and is spaced apart from a relative bottom portion so that the section of the bed can be angularly displaced about the hinge. Each section of the bed can be angularly displaced about the hinge which translates on to the human body occupying the bed. Thus, exercising motion such as calisthenics can be achieved. There are controls to provide control to a user or a patient relating to bed frame motion. Further, there may be **more than one hinges** (22, 24). A further hinge may be located such that the portion operatively above the head region is supported separately. Additionally, a still further hinge may be located such that the portion operatively below the knee or below the ankle is supported separately. Hence, flexion and extension, of various segments of the body can be cumulatively achieved through various permutations and combinations of angular displacement of the **sections** (26, 28) defined by the hinges provided therein.
Figure 1a illustrates a side view of the bed with a hinge.

Figure 1b illustrates a side view of the bed with its second section raised at the hinge.

Figure 1c illustrates a side view of the bed with its first section raised at the hinge.

Figure 2a illustrates a side view of the bed w with multiple hinges.

Figure 2b illustrates a side view of the bed one of its sections raised at one of its hinges and one more of its sections still raised at one more of its hinges.

Figure 2c illustrates a side view of the bed one of its sections raised at one of its hinges, one more of its sections still raised at one more of its hinges, yet one more of its sections lowered at yet one more of its hinges, and still one more of its sections still lowered at still one more of its hinges.

Figures 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 3e, and 3f illustrate various configurations of the bed along with its operating mechanisms. Reference numeral 16 refers to a central portion of the bed with hinges (14) at either end. Reference numerals 18' and 18'' refer to adjacent portions of the bed. These adjacent portions are angularly displaceable by hydraulic units (11) and about the hinges (14).

In accordance with another embodiment of this invention, there are provided slots (30) at chakra points for healing of a body rested on the bed of the bed frame. Each of these slots includes a stone (32) associated with a chakra point and / or an illuminating element such as a light source (34) associated with the chakra point.

Typically, there are seven main points in a body where energy is obvious; these are called chakras. The chakra Points, to some degree, determine how a person (human body) feels. Chakras are like vortices of energy that spin both from the front of one's body and the back of one's body. These energy centres can get blocked and sluggish at times, therefore making certain aspects of one's life or physical body feel the same way. They can also spin too fast and become overactive, which, in turn, can also cause imbalances on various levels. Therefore, what is to be
achieved is a nicely balanced chakra system, so that each centre is working at its optimum level for the body to feel healthy and harmonious in all aspects. It is important then to realise that one may not need to energise certain chakras or that others will need far more energy at certain times. A qualified healer may be able to perceive what is going on in each of the chakras and would allow energy to flow (or work with colours, crystals and sound according to need for the body's highest good).

With a well balanced Chakra system the body feels fit, healthy and harmonious. When they are not balanced, the body may feel disorientated, uncomfortable and lethargic.

There are seven major Chakra points in our bodies and they are situated as:

1) BASE CHAKRA (Muladhara) which is physically related to legs, feet, base of spine, bones, and kidneys. If imbalanced, the body and mind suffers from instability, insecurity, hunger/weight gain, constipation, arthritis, spinal tension, and knee problems.

2) SACRAL (Swadhisthana) which is physically related to reproductive system, skin, spleen, bladder, and lower intestines. If imbalanced, the body and mind suffers from jealousy, anger and other negative emotions, sexual problems, allergies, and bladder problems.

3) SOLAR PLEXUS (Manipura) which is physically related to stomach, liver, digestion, nerves, muscles, and gall bladder. If imbalanced, the body and mind suffers from fear, lack of confidence, perfectionist, too much intellect, diabetes, ulcers, and digestive disorders.

4) HEART (Anahata) which is physically related to heart, circulation, arms, hands, and blood. If imbalanced, the body and mind suffers from emotionally instability, inability to show or receive affection, critical, heart problems, and high blood pressure.
5) THROAT (Vishuddha) which is physically related to throat, mouth, neck, ears, lungs, and shoulders. If imbalanced, the body and mind suffers from communication issues, little discernment, ignorance, thyroid, ear, and neck and throat problems.

6) BROW (Ajna) which is physically related to left eye, nose, nervous system, an lower brain. If imbalanced, the body and mind suffers from cynical, fear, little focus/concentration, detached, headaches, eye problems/blindness, and vivid/unpleasant dreams.

7) CROWN (Sahasrara) which is physically related to right eye, and upper brain. If imbalanced, the body and mind suffers from confusion, depression, lack of enthusiasm/inspiration, migraines, forgetfulness/senility, and psychotic behaviour.

However, the bed of this invention aims to provide a healing solution by providing the chakra point slots (30) in the bed (12) which would map onto the human body while it is rested on the bed (12).

Figure 4 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a top of the bed with pre-located chakra point slots (30) adapted to receive stones (32) and illuminating means (34).

Each chakra works best with certain colours. Hence, according to another embodiment of this invention, each of these slots is provided with a pre-determined colour for inducing colour therapy. Specifically, it is for inducing chakra-specific colour therapy. There may be illumination by any illuminating means (34). These illuminating means may include LEDs.

The colour, Red, relates to the BASE chakra, situated at the base of the spine. It is like the roots of a tree that bury themselves in the very heart of the Earth. RED relates to grounding, stability, stamina, motivation, self-confidence, purpose, passion, and excitement.

The colour, Orange, relates to the SACRAL chakra, situated about two inches below the navel. It is a mix of red and yellow; the Earth and the Sun. This is a mixture that benefits both mind (the Sun) and body (the Earth). ORANGE relates
to joy, respect for oneself, release (of stored negativity), creativity, cheer, pick-me-up quotient!; and happiness.

The colour, Yellow, relates to the SOLAR PLEXUS chakra, situated at the upper stomach (about four fingers width above the navel). It works to influence mental attitude, enabling you to be good natured, contented and happy in whatever one chooses to do. YELLOW relates to cleansing, cheer, happiness, upliftment, ego, will (power), energy, focus, enthusiasm, and self worth.

The colour, Green, relates to the HEART chakra, situated in the middle of chest. It is the colour of growth and renewal. Green is a good balance between mind and body. It brings serenity and calmness both to you and those you come in contact with. GREEN relates to balance, harmony, peace, abundance, love yourself, release (heart related emotions), and growth/new beginnings.

The colour, Blue, relates to the THROAT chakra, situated near bottom of the throat. Blue is a very strong, healing colour. It brings calm, peace and a love of both freedom and togetherness. BLUE relates to release of physical tension, communication, peace, healing, honesty, calming, cleansing, and expressing oneself.

The colour, Purple, relates to is the BROW chakra, situated in the middle of the forehead (or slightly lower/between eyebrows). This deeply spiritual colour is linked to the Pineal Gland in the brain which is said to be a sensory organ. It enables the individual to see, hear, write and work with Spirit Guides. INDIGO/PURPLE relates to wisdom, protection, vision, responsibility, understanding, seeking, and power.

The colour, Violet/White/Silver/Gold chakra, relates to the CROWN chakra, situated at the top of the head. This is linked to the Pituitary Gland that secretes hormones to other glands of the body. It also symbolises purity of mind and body and is the strongest link to the spirit world. WHITE relates to clarity, cleansing, clearing negativity, universal energy (has all colours within it), and pureness.
The colour, PINK, relates to sensitivity, compassion, unconditional love, and nurturing.
The colour, VIOLET, relates to power, transformation, spiritual growth, freedom, cleansing, and knowing (clairvoyance).
The colour, BLACK, relates to absorbs negative, stability, protection, power, and grounding.
The colour, TURQUOISE, relates to healing on all levels, communication, and immune system.

In accordance with another embodiment of this invention, there may be a **display means (DM)** (as seen in Figure 6 of the accompanying drawings) adapted to function as an aid for visualization of a colour according to the desired or prescribed need of the patient in accordance with the chakra point that is to be concentrated upon. Visualising these colours going through the body will in turn open each Chakra.

In accordance with yet another embodiment of this invention, there is provided a **crystal (32)** placement slot in the chakra slots (30) in order to place crystals which relate to the specific chakras.

The Chakras work well with crystals. By holding and receiving the energy of the crystals, one can open, close or balance their own Chakras. Every crystal performs a different job. Some of the crystals and the Chakras they best relate to are denoted below:

- For the Base chakra, the following stones may be used in the chakra slots: Garnet, Bloodstone, Ruby, Red Jasper, Black Tourmaline, Smokey Quartz, Obsidian.

- For the Sacral chakra, the following stones may be used in the chakra slots: Gold Topaz, Coral, Orange Calcite, Amber, Citrine, Carnelian, Peach Aventurine, Moonstone

- For the Solar plexus chakra, the following stones may be used in the chakra slots: Amber, Gold, Gold Calcite, Citrine Gold Tigers Eye.
For the Heart chakra, the following stones may be used in the chakra slots: Chryoprase, Emerald, Rose Quartz, Kunzite, Green & Pink Tourmaline, Green Jade, Green Adventurine.

For the Throat chakra, the following stones may be used in the chakra slots: Blue Topaz, Celestite, Turquoise Chrysocolla, Sodalite, Lapis Lazuli, Aquamarine, Kyanite, Blue lace Agate.

For the Brow chakra, the following stones may be used in the chakra slots: Quartz Crystal, Azurite, Lapis Lazuli Amethyst, Sapphire and Sodalite.

For the Crown chakra, the following stones may be used in the chakra slots: Purple Flourite, Quartz Crystal, Selenite, Diamond, Alexandrite, Amethyst.

In accordance with still another embodiment of this invention, there are provided acupressure points (40) according to the 12 meridians of acupressure therapy. Additionally, 2 more meridians are included which correlate to the midline of the body.

Figure 5 illustrates an exemplary top view of the bed with acupressure points (40). These acupressure points may be electrically stimulated acupressure points.

The human body has a bio-energy-circulation system similar to the blood circulation system. The bio-energy flows along 12 main meridians, or channels. These are symmetrical on each side of the body, each pair being related to a specific organ.

In addition, there are two single meridians following the midline of the body, one at the front and the other along the spine. Many points are distributed along the meridians. These points are essentially transformer stations through which bio-energy flows into the muscle structure to allow organized activity to take place.

In disease, imbalances develop in these energy flows, causing some of the transformer points to become irritated or congested. This results in pain or weakness in the surrounding muscles. Stimulating these points with special needles
(acupuncture) or pressure (acupressure) helps to normalize impaired conditions. In addition, one may use electro-acupuncture to treat points with a weak DC current.

There are specific pre-determined rules for selecting the meridian points. Hence, there is a system wherein, the acupressure points may surface according to pre-determined patterns selected by a user. Only a selected pattern of acupressure points, may hence, be activated.

Figure 6 illustrates an embodiment of the bed with arm support elements (44, 46).

In accordance with an additional embodiment of this invention, the bed includes with arm support elements (44, 46) for arms of the patient occupying the bed. The arm support elements may be adapted to be angularly displaced to provide rotary movements to the arms.

Figure 7 illustrates the bed with a block diagram of all the additional and / or auxiliary treatment techniques incorporated with the bed of this invention.

In accordance with yet another embodiment to of this invention, magnets (M) are placed in accordance with the meridian-specific acupressure points. There may be an entire bed of magnets or there may be electromagnets adapted to be selectively energised. There may be magnets at the chakra point slots. There may be magnets at other pre-defined locations or zones on the bed. Magnets may also be used for tracing meridians. Moving the appropriate pole of a magnet close to the skin along a meridian has a much stronger balancing effect than using fingers. For strengthening, one has to use the north-pointing pole and for sedating, one has to use the south-pointing pole towards the skin. One may either use a small cylindrical magnet, or one or more combined button magnets, or a small elongated ceramic magnet. Generally, there is used a small or weak magnet, as a strong magnet may cause neighboring meridians to be traced in the wrong direction.

In accordance with an additional embodiment of this invention, the bed is a heated bed (H). Additionally, the chakra slots (30) are heated spots. Still additionally, the acupressure spots (40) are heated spots. Thus, heat therapy is incorporated within
the bed frame. *Z-stones and / or J-stones (Z / J)* may be used with the bed of this invention.

In accordance with yet an additional embodiment of this invention, there are provided **speakers (SPK)** in the bed to aid sound-related therapies.

In accordance with another embodiment of this invention, there is provided **negative ion technology (NIT)** incorporated in the bed of this invention. Therefore, the entire bed may be charged in relation to the negative ion technology. Alternatively, specific zones of the bed may be selectively charged in relation to the negative ion technology. Still alternatively, **belts (B)** with negative ion technology may be incorporated, said belts being charged belts to be used with pre-defined zones of the body on the bed.

In accordance with yet another embodiment of this invention, **belts (B)** may be provided on the bed. These belts may incorporate one of the many healing technologies:

1) magnets in the belt for magnetic therapy;
2) heated belt for heat therapy;
3) pre-defined stones / gems / precious stones / semi-precious stones;
4) negative ion charged belts;
5) vibrating belts;
and the like

In accordance with still another embodiment of this invention, the entire bed may be a **vibratory bed (VB)**. Alternatively or additionally, pre-defined zones of the bed may be vibratory zones.

In accordance with another embodiment of this invention, the bed is a **chiropractic-friendly bed (CRP)** in order to induce chiropractic treatment on a person on the bed.

In accordance with another embodiment of this invention, the bed is **Bionanotechnology (BT)** enabled bed adapted to provide bionanotechnology based therapeutic treatment.
In accordance; with another embodiment of this invention, the bed is **Ozone therapy (OT)** enabled. There may be an enclosure adapted to be put over the bed so that the patient on the bed be administered ozone therapy.

In accordance with another embodiment of this invention, the bed may include an enclosure with a **zero gravity machine (ZG)**.

While this detailed description has disclosed certain specific embodiments of the present invention for illustrative purposes, various modifications will be apparent to those skilled in the art which do not constitute departures from the spirit and scope of the invention as defined in the following claims, and it is to be distinctly understood that the foregoing descriptive matter is to be interpreted merely as illustrative of the invention and not as a limitation.
Claims,

1. A multi-healing bed comprising:
- a hinged bed frame, said hinges being located at pre-defined locations in accordance with rendering sections of the bed frame angularly displaceable at said hinges in order to achieve flexion and extension, of various segments of the body resting on said bed frame through various permutations and combinations of angular displacement of said sections defined by the hinges provided therein;
- pre-located slots in correlation with pre-defined chakra points of a body resting on said bed, each of said slots comprising a pre-defined stone associated with a chakra point and / or a pre-defined illuminating element such as a light source associated with said chakra point; and
- acupressure points according to the pre-defined number of meridians of acupressure therapy.

2. A multi-healing bed as claimed in claim 1 wherein, said sections are motorized sections in order to angularly displace said sections in a motorized manner.

3. A multi-healing bed as claimed in claim 1 wherein, said bed comprising seven slots for seven corresponding chakra points.

4. A multi-healing bed as claimed in claim 1 wherein, said illuminating means illuminating a pre-defined colour in accordance with said pre-defined chakra points associated with said colour.

5. A multi-healing bed as claimed in claim 1 wherein, said bed comprising a display means adapted to function as an aid for visualization of a colour according to a desired or prescribed need of said body on said bed in accordance with a chakra point that is to be concentrated upon.

6. A multi-healing bed as claimed in claim 1 wherein, said bed comprising a crystal placement slot in each of said chakra slots in order to place crystals which relate to the specific chakras.
7. A multi-healing bed as claimed in claim 1 wherein, said bed comprising at least two additional meridians which correlate to the midline of the body.

8. A multi-healing bed as claimed in claim 1 wherein, said acupressure points are electrically stimulated acupressure points.

9. A multi-healing bed as claimed in claim 1 wherein, said bed comprising a system wherein, the acupressure points may surface according to predetermined patterns selected by a user such that only a selected pattern of acupressure points, may hence, be activated.

10. A multi-healing bed as claimed in claim 1 wherein, said bed comprising arm support elements for arms of the body occupying the bed, said arm support elements adapted to be angularly displaced to provide rotary movements to the arms.

11. A multi-healing bed as claimed in claim 1 wherein, said bed comprising magnets are placed in accordance with said meridian-specific acupressure points.

12. A multi-healing bed as claimed in claim 1 wherein, said bed comprising electromagnets placed in accordance with said meridian-specific acupressure points, said electromagnets adapted to be selectively energised.

13. A multi-healing bed as claimed in claim 1 wherein, said bed being a heated bed, said heat being provided at said chakra slots.

14. A multi-healing bed as claimed in claim 1 wherein, said acupressure spots being heated spots.

15. A multi-healing bed as claimed in claim 1 wherein, said bed comprising Z-stones and / or J-stones.

16. A multi-healing bed as claimed in claim 1 wherein, said bed comprising provided speakers to aid sound-related therapies.
17. A multi-healing bed as claimed in claim 1 wherein, said bed comprising negative ion technology incorporated in said bed, at pre-defined zones.

18. A multi-healing bed as claimed in claim 1 wherein, said bed comprising belts with negative ion technology, said belts being charged belts to be used with pre-defined zones of the body on the bed.

19. A multi-healing bed as claimed in claim 1 wherein, said bed comprising a vibratory mechanism at pre-defined zones.

20. A multi-healing bed as claimed in claim 1 wherein, said bed being a chiropractic-friendly bed in order to induce chiropractic treatment on a body on said bed.

21. A multi-healing bed as claimed in claim 1 wherein, said bed is a Bionanotechnology enabled bed adapted to provide bionanotechnology based therapeutic treatment.

22. A multi-healing bed as claimed in claim 1 wherein, said bed is Ozone therapy enabled.

23. A multi-healing bed as claimed in claim 1 wherein, said bed includes an enclosure with a zero gravity machine.